This pattern contains a pattern for a 30-inch doll. The doll may be made of flesh, tan or peach broadcloth, percale or any plain cotton material. Use six strand cotton for embroidering features and straw yarn for hair. Cotton batting, cotton wool or a similar material is used for stuffing. Use discarded or outgrown children’s clothes (size 2) to dress her.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS: 1 yard of 36 inch material; embroidery cotton in each color; straw yarn for hair; scraps of ribbon for hair bows and about 3 pounds of cotton batting or other stuffing for stuffing.

CUTTING DIRECTIONS: 1/5 of an inch has been allowed for seams. The front and back body pieces are given in four pieces; half circle A’s and B’s must be matched to complete the front and back pieces. The piecing line will not show as it is covered by hair. Cut out all pieces; tape together top and bottom pieces. Cut one more leg and two reverse legs; cut one more arm and two reverse arms; cut one reverse body and place (eye for reverse half of body) in same position as it is on the other half; cut one reverse sole of foot and four cardboard sole pieces less the seam allowance; cut one more ear and two reverse ears.

SEWING DIRECTIONS: EMBROIDERY: Work mouth in satin stitch; nose in outline stitch. After doll is joined together and stuffed, eyes are to be embroidered in satin and outline stitch. Eyebrows in outline stitch. MAKING DOLL: The doll’s body is made of four pieces (the two side body pieces and the back and front pieces). Seam the front and back pieces together at piecing. Match parts of eyes on the front piece with those on the side body pieces and pin together, seam all three pieces together, wrong sides out leaving a small opening in one seam. Slash edges on inside curves; turn and stuff body. Sewing opening shut. Sew dart in one and one reverse arm piece. Join two pieces together for each arm; slash edges on inside curves; turn and stuff them. Sew opening shut. Stitch along line between two middle fingers on each hand. Join two pieces together
with each leg from heel around leg to toe, seaming on the wrong side; slash edges on inside curves; turn and stuff; cover double cardboard soles with material pieces and whip in place to bottom of feet. Thread a large heavy needle (upholstery or mattress needle) with heavy string or rug cotton (use it double and knot the ends together) and string legs onto each side of body pushing needle through circles on each leg and lower part of body. Knot ends so that legs will be held firmly to body, yet are movable. Attach arms to body in the same manner. Embroider eyes and eyelashes; color cheeks with a pink wax crayon. Face ear pieces and attach to head on lines.

**MAKING HAIR:** The dots and broken lines on head are to guide you in attaching yarn to form hair-do. Attach bangs by taking one stitch up on one dot and letting 3 inches of yarn extend from this dot; take another stitch down on next dot and let 4 inches extend from this dot; continue until all dots are filled (see Detail 1). To cover scalp, long outline stitches are taken so that the stitches do not fall at the same level. Work from side to side letting 6 inches of yarn extend at each side of head at hairline and forming part by picking up small pieces of material evenly along center line (see Detail 2). Fill in back of head with long outline stitches letting 5 inches of yarn extend at hair line in back of head also (see Detail 2). Trim and comb all ends to loosen yarn; dampen and put on curlers as you would real hair. Dry thoroughly before removing curlers. Tie small ribbon into hair at each side of head.
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